
-- The most minimalist -- 
iPhone case on the planet 

Bezl 



-- Stand your phone -- 
upright Bezl 



-- Don’t miss your opportunity-- 
for a self-timed snapshot  

Bezl 



Bezl 

-- Comes in -- 
ten different colors 



-- Mix and match -- 
personalize your phone 

Bezl 



Bezl 



Bezl 

-- An iPhone case -- 
that is fashion and fun 



Bezl -- The perfect gift -- 
for iPhone enthusiasts 



Bezl 

BEZL    SAN FRANCISCO, CA 

 
When you cross an aerospace engineer, a two-year 
kite surfing trip, a hippie VW bus and a marital 
romance, you don’t expect to get an iPhone case. 
But, such is the story of Bezl, the makers of the most 
minimal—and effective—case on the market. 
 
Created in San Francisco by husband and wife duo 
Jos and Anne Cocquyt, the Bezl is just four simple 
bumpers on the corners. But, it’s enough to protect 
against all kinds of irresponsible activity, including—as 
Jos is happy to demonstrate—dropping it from the 
frame of a very tall man. 
 
People love how this simple case showcases the 
design of the iPhone (instead of hiding it, like some of 
the high-impact cases), and you can pick your favorite 
color, or buy two and mix and match. For those of us 
who treat their phone like their first born child 
(read: everyone), Bezl makes sure you'll rest assured 
knowing your baby can take on whatever trauma life 
throws it. 
    

-- Minimalist design-- 
maximum protection 



Bezl www.bezldesign.com	  

minimal design, maximum protection 
Lab-tested shock absorbent adhesive holds 
four corners securely in place. Bezl fits in tight 
pockets without catching an edge or coming 
off – guaranteed with Bezl’s lifetime warranty 

plugs and more 
works with standard screen protectors and 
the Apple lightning adapter 
Bezl keeps your speakers clear for best 
sound. 

functionality 
stand your phone upright 
use it as an alarm clock 
have a stable video conference 
use it as a picture frame 
take self-timed photos. 



minimalist 



functional 

Bezl 



powerful 360° protection 

Bezl 
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